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Recently, the attempt to decrease greenhouse gases, noxious gases and utilized energy sources has emerged as a crucial issue in the

world to manage problems of global warming, resource depletion and air pollution. Institutes, universities and industries related to

transport vehicles have endeavored to solve these crucial problems through the reduction of the overall weight of transport vehicles.

However, the weight reduction of components of transport vehicles greatly affects the strength, the stiffness and the energy absorption

of transport vehicles. Metallic sandwich plates with periodically repeated metallic inner structures (PRMIS) have been introduced to

meet these conflicting demands. This paper reviews recent research trends of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS in terms of design,

manufacturing and formability. This paper is focused on a single layer PRMIS. Key technologies and the state-of-the art related to

design, manufacturing and formability of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS are discussed. In addition, future research issues of

metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS are described.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the reduction of greenhouse gases, noxious gases and

utilized energy sources has emerged as a crucial issue in the world to

manage problems of global warming, resource depletion and air

pollution.1-6 Institutes, universities and industries related to transport

vehicles, including automotive, aircraft, the ship, space shuttle, rail

vehicle, etc., have endeavored to solve these crucial problems through

the reduction of the overall weight of transport vehicles.7-13 However,

the weight reduction of components of transport vehicles greatly affects

the strength, the stiffness and the energy absorption of the transport

NOMENCLATURE

ρr = relative density

ρ = density of the metallic sandwich plate with PRMIS

ρs = density of the monolithic material

m = mass of the metallic sandwich plate with PRMIS with

identical volume to monolithic material

ms = mass of the monolithic material

ϕ = flexural rigidity

Ef = elastic modulus of a face sheet

b = width of the metallic sandwich plate

n = distance between neutral axes of face sheets

tf = thickness of the face sheet

Ec = elastic modulus of inner structures

s = thickness of inner structures

Di = diameter of strut and wire for unit inner structure

Li = length of strut, wire and edge for unit inner structure

ti = thickness of strut and edge for unit inner structure

θ i = included angle of unit inner structure
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vehicle.14-16 Metallic sandwich plates with periodically repeated

metallic inner structures (PRMIS) have been introduced to meet these

conflicting demands.17-27

(1)

Metallic sandwich plates consist of face sheets and inner structures

with periodically repeated shapes, as shown in Fig. 1.17-23,25-28 The face

sheets and the inner structures are created from metallic materials.17-

23,25-28 An empty volume is formed in the core region with the metallic

inner structures, as shown in Fig. 1.17-23,25-29 The weight of a

lightweight sandwich plate with PRMIS can be greatly smaller than

that of a monolithic plate with an identical volume.18-22,30 The reduction

of relative density of the plate is an important issue in the design of

metallic sandwich plates. Eq. (1) represents the relative density of

metallic sandwich plates.18-22,30 The specific stiffness and the specific

energy absorption rate of a metallic sandwich plate with PRMIS are

superior to those of a monolithic plate with identical volume and

material.31-33 An attractive merit of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS

is that the weight, the structural properties and the functionality can be

controlled by suitable design of the PRMIS and the face sheet. Due to

above advantages, the academy and the industry have begun to pay

attention to the importance of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS.

This paper reviews recent research trends of metallic sandwich plates

with single layer PRMIS in terms of design, manufacturing and formability.

This paper is focused on a single layer PRMIS. Key technologies and the

state-of-the art related to design, manufacturing and formability of metallic

sandwich plates with PRMIS are discussed. Finally, future research issues

for metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS are described.

2. Metallic Sandwich Plates with Single Layer PRMIS

Fig. 2 illustrates schematics and sectional dimensions of a metallic

sandwich plate with single layer PRMIS.34-36 The flexural rigidity (ϕ)

is represented by Eq. (2). The first term and the third term of Eq. (2)

are the local stiffness of the face sheets and the bending stiffness of

inner structures, respectively.34-36 In case design conditions of a

metallic sandwich plate satisfy Eqs. (3) and (4), the effects of the local

stiffness of face sheets and the bending stiffness of inner structures on

the flexural rigidity of the metallic sandwich plate with PRMIS can be

disregarded.34-36 In this paper, metallic sandwich plates are classified

into thick and thin metallic sandwich plates according to the

combination of the thickness of the face sheet and the thickness of the

inner structure. The combination of thicknesses of the face sheet and

that of the inner structure for thick metallic sandwich plates should

satisfy Eqs. (3) and (4) together.34-36

(2)

(3)

(4)

However, thin metallic sandwich plate does not satisfy Eqs. (3) or

(4).35,36

Various types of single layer PRMIS were developed for the thick

metallic sandwich plates, as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3.17-23,31-33,37-57

Table 2 summarizes the relative density of reference shapes of PRMIS

for thick metallic sandwich plates.

The pyramidal truss, the tetrahedral truss and the Kagome was been

widely used as truss types of PRMIS.19-21,27,31,33,37-46 Truss type PRMIS

have the largest empty volume in the core region among type PRMIS.

Therefore, the truss type PRMIS can greatly reduce the relative density

of the metallic sandwich plate. Relative densities of pyramidal and
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Fig. 1 Concept of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS(example of

pyramidal truss inner structures)28,29 (adapted from Refs. 28 and 29

with permission)

Fig. 2 Schematics of sectional dimensions of metallic sandwich plates

with single layer PRMIS34-36

Table 1 Metallic sandwich plates and single layer periodically repeated

metallic inner structures (PRMIS)17-23,26,28-33,35-57,61-72

Type of 
plate

PRMIS (Single layer)

Shape Material

Thick 

Pyramidal truss
21,27,33,37-40

Stainless steel (304, AL-6XBN), 
Aluminum alloy (AA3003, AA4343, 

AA6951)

Tetrahedral truss
19-21,31,37,38,41-43

Stainless steel (304),
Aluminum alloy, Copper/Beryllium

Kagome
21,27,37,38,43-46

Copper/Beryllium, Mild steel,
Stainless steel, Cr-Si spring steel, 

Tungsten

Woven wire 
18,20,21,27,37,47-49 Stainless steel

Honeycomb
17-19,21,32,37,50-53

Stainless steel (304), Aluminum

Uni-Directionally 
corrugate

21-23,37,51,53-55
Stainless steel (304), Al6061 T6

Y-Frame23,56,57 Stainless steel (304)

Thin

Pyramidal truss
26,28-30,36,65,66,71

Mild steel

Woven wire30,35 Stainless steel

Dimple63,64,67 Stainless steel (304)

Sheared dimple
61,62,68,70-72

Mild steel

Bi-Directionally 
corrugate69 Mild steel
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tetrahedral truss inner structures are influenced by the thickness, the

length and the included angle of struts of the inner structure, as shown

in Table 3.19,21,27,35,38 The relative density of the Kagome inner structure

is dependent on the diameter, the half-length and the included angle of

struts of the inner structure, as shown in Table 2.21,27,45,46 Pyramidal

truss inner structures were made from stainless steels (304 and AL-

6XBN) and aluminum alloys (AA3003, AA4343 and AA6951), as

shown in Table 1.27,33,37-40 304 stainless steel, aluminum alloy and

copper/beryllium were used as materials of the tetrahedral truss inner

structures.19,20,41-43 The Kagome inner structures were made from

various metallic materials including copper-beryllium, mild steel,

stainless steel, Cr-Si spring steel, tungsten, etc..27,37,44,45

The woven wire inner structures was generally used as single

layered textile inner structures.18,20,21,27,37,47-49 The woven wire inner

structures can enhance the specific stiffness. The woven wire was made

from a stainless steel.37,48 The relative density of the woven wire inner

structure is linearly proportional to the ratio of the diameter of the wire

to the length of the wire, as shown in Table 3.37,48

Honeycomb, corrugate and Y-frame inner structures were designed

to improve the out-of-plane performance of the metallic sandwich

plate.22,23,32,33,37,50-57 The joined region between the face sheet and the

PRMIS was changed to lines when honeycomb, corrugate and Y-frame

inner structures was adopted, while the joined region was made of

points when the truss type inner structures were used. Hence, the

resistance to the face buckling of the metallic sandwich plate was

improved when the honeycomb, corrugate and Y-frame inner structures

were applied. Honeycomb inner structures with square and hexagonal

shapes were designed to improve out-of-plane compressive, impact and

shear characteristics.17-19,21,32,37,50-53 The relative densities of regular

hexagonal and square honeycombs are in proportion to the ratio of the

wall thickness to the length of unit inner structure, as shown in Table

2.21,27,32,50 Honeycomb inner structures was made from an aluminum

alloy and a stainless steel.32,37,52,53 Corrugated and Y-frame inner

structures were contrived to improve the impact resistance.21-23,37,51,53-57

Anisotropic characteristics of the metallic sandwich plate appeared

when uni-directionally corrugated and Y-frame inner structures were

adopted.34,55 Folded regions were created in the vicinity of edges of the

Y-frame inner structure, as shown in Fig. 3.23,56,57 The folded regions of

the Y-frame inner structures improved the joining characteristics

between the face sheet and the Y-frame inner structures.23,56,57

Several researchers designed folded pyramidal truss inner structures

with flat nodal regions and fold corrugated inner structures to

improve joining characteristics between the face sheet and the inner

structures, as shown in Fig. 4.21,38,58 The widened joined region

between the inner structures and the face sheets can enhance the

resistance to face buckling of the metallic sandwich plate.

Fig. 3 Schematics of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS17,18,20-22,37

(adapted from Refs. 17, 18, 20-22 and 37)

Table 2 Relative density of reference shapes of the PRMIS for the

thick metallic sandwich plate19,21,22,27,32,37-39,43,45,46,48,50,56,57

PRMIS Relative density (ρr)

Pyramidal
truss21,38,39

Tetrahedral 
truss19,21,43

Straight 
kagome21,27,45,46

Woven
wire37,48

Isotropic hexagonal 
honeycomb21,50

Regular square
honeycomb21,27,32

Uni-Directionally 
corrugate21,22

Y-Frame56,57
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Fig. 4 Concept of folded pyramidal truss and folded corrugated inner

structures21,38,58 (adapted from Refs. 21, 38 and 58)
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In general, the material of the face sheets was almost identical to

that of the PRMIS excluding the Kagome inner structures. In case of

the Kagome inner structures, a copper-beryllium, a mild steel and a

stainless steel were adopted as the material of the face sheets.27,38,43-46

Due to the formability problem of thick metallic sandwich plates,

the application of thick metallic sandwich plates to parts of transport

vehicles was limited.26,29,59-62 Yang et al. developed a thin metallic

sandwich plate with PRMIS to improve the deformation characteristics

and the formability of metallic sandwich plates.26,28-30,35,36,61-72 The

thickness of the thin metallic sandwich plates was less than 3 mm.26,28-

30,35-36,61-72 Thin metallic sandwich plates were employed for five types

of inner structures, as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5.26,28-30,35-36,61-72

The pyramidal truss, woven wire and dimple types of PRMIS were

designed to apply thin metallic sandwich plates to components with

large radius of curvature of the forming die.26,28-30,35,36,63-67,71 Sheared

dimple and bi-directional corrugated inner structures were contrived to

greatly improve the formability and the out-of-plane performance of

the metallic sandwich plate through the improvement of the resistance

to face wrinkling and core shear.61,62,68-73 The bi-directionally

corrugated inner structures led to the improvement of anisotropic

characteristics of uni-directionally corrugated inner structures.69 In

order to improve the resistance to face buckling and joining

characteristics between the face sheets and inner structures, flat regions

were created in the vicinity of node regions of the sheared dimple and

the bi-directionally corrugated inner structures, as shown in Fig.

5.61,62,68-72 Metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple and bi-

directionally corrugated inner structures can be applicable to forming

of parts with a small radius of curvature of the forming die.61,68,71,72

Pyramidal truss, sheared dimple and bi-directionally corrugated

inner structures were made from a mild steel.30,35,63,64,67,68 Stainless steel

was used to create woven wire and dimple inner structures. The

thickness of the face sheets for the thin metallic sandwich plates ranged

from 0.27 mm to 0.3 mm. 304 stainless steel was generally utilized as

the material for the face sheets for the thin metallic sandwich

plates.30,35,63,66,69-71 In case of the sheared dimple inner structure, 590

dual phase (DP) steel and 304 stainless steel were used to create the

face sheets.61,62,68,70-72 Mild steel was utilized as the face sheet material

of the bi-directionally corrugated inner structures.68

3. Fabrication Methodologies of Metallic Sandwich Plates

with Single Layer PRMIS

In order to fabricate metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS, two

manufacturing sequences, including manufacturing of PRMIS and

joining of PRMIS to the face sheets, were needed. Various fabrication

methodologies of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS were proposed

for different types of PRMIS, as shown in Table 3.

3.1 Thick Metallic Sandwich Plate

Thick metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner structures

were fabricated from four types of manufacturing technology, as shown

in Table 3.21,33,37-40,73-76 In manufacturing technologies of thick metallic

sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner structures using the

perforated sheet, the elongated diamond perforated sheet was

manufactured from successive laser cutting and die punching

processes, as described by Fleck and Wadely et al.21,33,37-39,73-75

Subsequently, rows of the elongated diamond perforated sheet were

bent by the crimping process.21,33,37-39,73-75 Through the repetition of

these processes, pyramidal truss inner structures were created.21,33,37-

39,73-75 Face sheets and pyramidal truss inner structures were joined by

brazing and laser spot welding processes.21,33,37-38,73-76 Several

researchers used Ni-25Cr-10P, Ni-22Cr-6.5Si-4.5P and polymer-based

cement to perform the vacuum brazing process in an argon

environment.21,33,37-38,73-75 Yungwirth et al. employed the laser spot

welding process for joining the face sheets and the pyramidal truss

inner structures.76 The perforation of the metal sheet, which is

fabricated from laser cutting and die punching processes, created a

considerable amount of the wasted material from the original metal

sheet.21,38 Wadley et al. developed a novel perforation process using

slitting, expanding and roll flattening processes, as shown in Fig.

6(a).21,38 The slitting and expanding processes greatly reduced an

amount of the wasted material during the perforation process.21,38 They

also proposed a folding process, in which bending of the perforated

sheet and flattening of nodal region were performed, to create

pyramidal truss inner structures with flat nodal regions.21,38 These

structures were joined to the face via a brazing process.21,38 Several

researchers reported that imperfections of the inner structures and

joined regions affect characteristics of metallic sandwich plates with

pyramidal truss inner structures.39,77 Biagi and Bart-Smith investigated

into the influence of de-bonding imperfections between face sheets and

pyramidal truss inner structures on compressive and shear responses of

the metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner structures.39

Lee et al. examined the effects of strut imperfections of the pyramidal

truss inner structures on the impact response of the metallic sandwich

plates.77 Queheillalt et al. manufactured integrated metallic sandwich

plates with pyramidal truss inner structures from extrusion and

electrical discharge machining (EDM) processes, as shown in Fig. 6

(b).40,66 They removed the joining process via manufacturing of the

integrated metallic sandwich plates.40 An aluminum corrugated

sandwich structure was created using an extrusion process in the heated

environment.40 The EDM process was applied to cut-out the material of

the side wall of the aluminum corrugated sandwich structure.40

Thick metallic sandwich plates with tetrahedral truss inner

structures were manufactured from two types of fabrication technology,

Fig. 5 Examples of the PRMIS for thin metallic sandwich

plates29,63,71,72 (adapted from Refs. 29, 63, 71 and 72 with permission of

Prof. Dong-Yol Yang, Dr. Chang-Gyun Jung and Dr. Dae-Yong Seong)
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as shown in Table 3. In the early stage, the manufacturing technology

consisted of pattern fabrication and investment casting processes was

used to fabricate integrated metallic sandwich plates with tetrahedral

truss inner structures.21,37,41,42,78 Deshpande and Fleck manufactured

patterns of tetrahedral truss inner structures from an injection moulding

process of a polystyrene.21,37,78 Patterns of thick metallic sandwich

plates were created by joining of polystyrene tetrahedral truss inner

structures and the polystyrene face sheets.78

Finally, thick metallic sandwich plates with tetrahedral truss inner

structures were manufactured from an investment casting process with

polystyrene patterns.78 Chiras et al. employed a rapid prototyping

process for the fabrication of patterns of sandwich plates with

tetrahedral truss inner structures.21,37,41,42 They used a fused deposition

manufacturing (FDM) process to manufacture the ABS pattern.41,42

They also utilized the investment casting process to fabricate Cu-Be

and aluminum alloy sandwich plates with tetrahedral truss inner

structures.41,42 Several researchers reported that various voids and

cavities occur in the vicinity of face sheets, struts and intersection

regions between face sheets and struts of cast metallic sandwich

plates.21,41-43 In addition, Wadley reported that the investment casting

process is difficult to create high aspect ratio channels and inner

structures with low relative density.21 In order to overcome demerits of

Table 3 Fabrication methodologies of metallic sandwich plates with single layer PRMIS19-21,23,26-30,32,33,35-49,52,54,56,58,61-65,67,69-76,78-97,99,100

Sandwich plate Fabrication methodologies

Type PRMIS PRMIS Joining

Thick 

Pyramidal truss
21,33,37-40,73-76

Perforation(Laser cutting & Die punching)-Elongation-Crimping Brazing

Perforation(Die punching)-Elongation-Crimping Laser spot welding

Slitting/expanding-Roll flattening-Folding(including node folding) Brazing

Extrusion-EDM cutting -

Tetrahedral truss
19-21,37, 38,41-43,78,79

Pattern fabrication (Injection moulding & Rapid prototyping)-Investment 
casting

-

Perforation(Die punching)-Elongation-Crimping Brazing, TLP bonding

Kagome
21,27,37,44-46,80-83

Rapid prototyping-Investment casting -

Weaving-Assemble Soldering, Brazing, TLP bonding

Woven wire
20,21,27,37,47-49

Wire forming-Weaving CDR welding 

Weaving Brazing, TLP bonding

Honeycomb
21,32,37,52,73,84,85

Hexagonal: Sheet cutting-Bending-Stacking & Joining(Creation of HOBE, 
Adhesive bonding & Laser welding)-Slicing -Expansion

Adhesive bonding

Hexagonal: Corrugation-Stacking-Joining(Creation of the corrugated block, 
Adhesive bonding & Welding)-Slicing

Adhesive bonding

Square: Cropping (Conventional & Laser sheet cutting)-Slotting(EDM & 
Laser cutting)-Assemble-Brazing of the assembled member

Brazing

Corrugate21,23,33,40,5

4,56,58,86-88

Cold folding using die (including node folding) Brazing, Laser welding(Two steps)

Extrusion- Friction stirring welding(Expansion in the width direction) -

Y-Frame23,56,86,89

Step 1(Creation of web): Cold folding-CNC cutting,
Step 2(Creation of leg): Cold folding -CNC cutting,

Step 3(Assemble of web and leg): Brazing or Laser welding

Brazing,
Laser welding(Two steps)

Thin

Pyramidal truss
26,28-30,36,65,71,90-92 Slitting-Expanding & Crimping (including node folding)

Adhesive bonding, Multi-Points projection 
welding (Including continuous welding), 

Brazing

Woven wire
30,35,93-97 Using commercialized woven wire

Brazing, Adhesive bonding, Multi-Points 
projection welding (Including continuous 

welding)

Dimple63,64,67 Piecewise sectional forming Multi-Points projection welding

Sheared dimple 
61,62,70-72,99 Continuous sectional forming, Roll forming

Multi-Points projection welding (Including 
continuous welding), Brazing

Bi-Directional 
corrugate69,100 Piecewise sectional forming Adhesive bonding

Fig. 6 Schematics of manufacturing processes for thick metallic

sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner structures; (a) Slitting/

expanding, flattening and folding based approach21,38 (adapted from

Refs. 21 and 38) (b) Extrusion and EDM based approach40 (adapted

from Ref. 40)
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cast metallic sandwich plates with tetrahedral truss inner structures,

another fabrication methodology using cold forming and joining

processes was adopted, as shown in Table 3.19-21,37,38,79 Tetrahedral truss

inner structures were manufactured from perforation of the metal sheet,

elongation of the perforated sheet and crimping of the elongated-

perforated sheet.19-21,37,38,79 Hexagonal perforated metal sheets were

created using a die punching process, unlike the case of pyramidal truss

inner structures.19,-21,37 A die set was employed for crimping of the

elongated hexagonal perforated sheet.19-21,37 In general, two types of

joining technology, including brazing and transient liquid phase (TLP)

bonding processes, were used to bond the tetrahedral truss inner

structures to the face sheets.19-21,37,38,79 The brazing process was applied

when metallic sandwich plates were made from aluminum alloys, while

the TLP bonding process was adopted when metallic sandwich plates

were made from stainless steels.19-21,37,38,79 Sypeck et al. fabricated

metallic sandwich plates with tetrahedral truss inner structures via

brazing and TLP bonding processes.19-20 They used a spray consisting

of the mixture of polymer based cement and Ni-25Cr-10P braze

powder to apply the TLP bonding process.19 They also utilized both

solid sheets and perforated sheets as face sheets of tetrahedral truss

inner structures.19,20

Various methodologies for the fabrication of thick metallic

sandwich plates with Kagome inner structures were developed, as

shown in Table 3. Wang et al. manufactured integrated thick metallic

sandwich plates with Kagome inner structures from FDM rapid

prototyping and investment casting processes.21,37,44 They reported that

porosities occur in cast thick metallic sandwich plates. In most of the

literature related to thick metallic sandwich plates with Kagome inner

structures, these structures were fabricated from weaving of twisted

wire and assembly of the woven wire. 21,27,37,45,46,80-83 Kang et al. created

Kagome inner structures using tri-axial weaving technology of the bent

helical wire.27,46,80-82 They reported that joining of crossing points of

struts and intersection regions between face sheets and Kagome inner

structures was needed to fabricate thick metallic sandwich plates with

Kagome inner structures.27,46,80-82 They used soldering, brazing and

TLP bonding processes to join all crossing points and intersection

regions.27,46,80-82 Kang et al. fabricated perforated sheets from laser

cutting process and solid sheets as the face sheet.27,46,80-82 Hyun et al.

investigated into the influence of imperfections, including geometrical

imperfections of struts, imperfections of material properties and

imperfections of brazing in the crossing points of struts, on the

mechanical behavior of metallic sandwich plates with Kagome inner

structures.81,82 Lim et al. fabricated quasi-Kagome structures from

bending of expanded metal sheets and folding of center struts of bent

unit cells.83 They employed a brazing process for joining the Kagome

inner structures to the face sheets.83 Kang critically reviewed

fabrication methodologies of various types of Kagome inner

structures.27 Kang investigated into procedures of the thick metallic

sandwich plate with Kagome inner structures.27 Kang reported that

brazing and soldering processes can be used to mass-produce thick

metallic sandwich plates with Kagome inner structures.27 He also

reported that the TLP bonding process using an Ni alloy filler metal is

suitable for the fabrication of metallic sandwich plates with stainless

steels and high temperature materials.27

Thick metallic sandwich plates with woven wire inner structures

were fabricated using two types of manufacturing technology, as shown

in Table 3.20,21,27,37,47-49 Dilthey et al. fabricated woven wire inner

structures from the wire manufacturing process, including multi-steps

drawing, copper coating, heat treatment and spooling, and the weaving

process.47 The woven wire inner structures were joined to the

perforated face sheet using the capacitor discharge resistance (CDR)

welding process.47 They investigated into the influence of welding

parameters of the CDR welding process on the quality of the welded

region.47 The perforated face sheets were created using the laser drilling

process.47 Several researchers used commercialized woven wires to

fabricate the inner structures.20,37,48,49 They employed TLP bonding and

brazing processes for joining the woven wire inner structures to the

face sheets.20,37,48,49 However, most of the research works related to

manufacturing of thick metallic sandwich plates was focused on multi-

layered woven wire inner structures.20,21,37,48,49

Honeycomb inner structures were fabricated from various

manufacturing processes.21,32,37,52,73,84,85 Bitzer and Wadley et al.

introduced two types of manufacturing process, including the expanded

honeycomb manufacturing process and the corrugated honeycomb

manufacturing process, for hexagonal honeycomb inner structures, as

shown in Table 3.21,37,84 The expanded honeycomb manufacturing

process consisted of five sub-steps, as followings: (a) cutting of a metal

sheet, (b) bending of the cut sheet, (c) creation of honeycomb before

expansion (HOBE) block through stacking of the bent sheet and joining

of stacked sheets, (d) slicing of HOBE, and (e) expansion of the sliced

HOBE.21,85 In the joining of the stacked sheets, laser welding and

adhesive bonding processes were adopted.21,85 The corrugated

honeycomb manufacturing process was composed of four sub-steps, as

followings: (a) corrugation of a metal sheet using a gear press, (b)

stacking of the corrugated sheet, (c) creation of a corrugated block by

joining of corrugated sheets, and (d) slicing of the corrugated block.21,85

The adhesive bonding and welding processes were employed for the

corrugated sheets. The adhesive bonding process was used to join

expanded and corrugated honeycomb inner structures to face

sheets.37,84 Square-honeycomb inner structures were manufactured

from the slotted metal sheet assembly process, as shown in Table

3.21,32,52,73,85 The slotted metal sheet assembly process consisted of four

sub-steps, as followings: (a) cropping of a metal sheet, (b) slotting of

the cropped sheet, (c) assembly of the cropped sheet using the slots,

and (d) joining of the assembled square honeycomb.21,32,52,73,85 Cote et

al. developed manufacturing technology based on the slotted metal

sheet assembly process to create square honeycomb inner

structures.32,52,73 They employed electro-discharge machining (EDM)

and brazing processes for the creation of cross-slots and fixation of the

members of the inner structures, respectively.32,52,73 Dharmasena et al.

applied a laser cutting process to the creation of cropped sheets with

cross-slots and notches, as shown in Fig. 7(a).85 They created bend tabs

on top and bottom flanges of the cropped sheet to increase joining

regions between face sheets and honeycomb inner structures.85 A

brazing process was used to join the square honeycomb inner structures

to the face sheets.32,52,73,85 Ni-25Cr-10P, Ni-22Cr-6.5Si-4.5P and

polymer-based cement were applied to the brazing process.32,52,73,85

Corrugated inner structures were fabricated from cold folding and

extrusion processes, as shown in Table 3.21,23,33,40,54,56,58,86-88 In the cold

folding approach, the corrugated inner structures were generally
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created via a bending process using a die set.21,23,33,54,56,58,86 Rubino et

al. employed a CNC folding process for the manufacture of 304

stainless steel corrugated inner structures.21,56,86 Zhang et al. fabricated

trapezoidal corrugated inner structures with flat nodes from a

continuous folding system, as shown in Fig. 7(b).58 Brazing and laser

welding processes were used to join the corrugated inner structures to

the face sheets. 21,23,33,54,56,58,86 Ni-25Cr-10P, Ni-22Cr-6Si and polymer-

based cement were utilized in the brazing process.33,54,56,86 In the laser

welding process, two laser welding steps were needed to weld the

corrugated inner structures to front and back face sheets as shown in

Fig. 7(b).23,58 Queheillalt et al. used an extrusion process to

manufacture integrated aluminum sandwich plates with corrugated

inner structures.40 Biagi et al. employed a friction stirring welding

process for the expansion of the width of integrated aluminum

sandwich plates.87,88

Rubion et al. developed the cold folding and assembly technique to

manufacture Y-frame inner structures, as shown in Table 3 and Fig.

7(c).23,56,86,89 The webs and the legs of the Y-frame inner structures

were fabricated from cold folding and CNC cutting processes.23,56,86,89

In order to create the web, the corrugated profile with flat nodes was

manufactured from the cold folding process.23,56,86,89 Subsequently,

slots were created using the CNC cutting process to assemble the web

and the leg.23,56,86,89 The base shape of the legs was fabricated from the

cold folding process.23,56,86,89 Subsequently, the teeth of the legs were

generated by CNC cutting process to assemble the webs and the

legs.23,56,86,89 Finally, the Y-frame inner structures were created by the

assembly of the webs and the legs.23,56,86,89 Brazing and laser welding

processes were employed for the assembly of the webs and the

legs.23,56,86,89 Brazing and laser spot welding processes were adopted to

join the Y-frame inner structures to the face sheets.23,56,86,89 In the

brazing process, Ni-25Cr-10P braze material was used.56,89 In the laser

spot welding process, a two-step approach was applied.23,86

3.2 Thin Metallic Sandwich Plate

Jung and Yang et al. proposed a novel manufacturing process for the

fabrication of thin metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner

structures, as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 8.26,28-30,36,65,71,90-92 They

produced a rhombic-shaped metal mesh via the multiple slitting of the

sheet metal and the expansion of the slit material.65,71,90,92 Pyramidal

Fig. 7 Schematics of manufacturing processes for several thick

metallic sandwich plates with square honeycomb, trapezoidal

corrugated and Y-frame inner structures; (a) Metallic sandwich plates

with square honeycomb PRMIS85 (adapted from Ref. 85), (b) Metallic

sandwich plates with trapezoidal corrugated PRMIS58 (adapted from

Ref. 58) (c) Metallic sandwich plates with Y-frame PRMIS56,86,89

(adapted from Refs. 56, 86 and 89)

Fig. 8 Example of manufacturing processes of thin metallic sandwich plates

with pyramidal truss inner structures; (a) Concept of crimping process of

pyramidal truss PRMIS26,28,29,90 (adapted from Refs. 26, 28, 29 and 90 with

permission of the Korean Society for Precision Engineering and the Korean

Society of Mechanical Engineers) (b) Continuous crimping system of the

thin metallic sandwich plate71,92 (adapted from Refs. 71 and 92 with

permission of Prof. Dong-Yol Yang and Dr. Chang-Gyun Jung) (c) Joining

process of the thin metallic sandwich plate29,36,90,91 (adapted from Refs. 29,

36, 90 and 91 with permission of the Korean Society for Precision

Engineering and the Korean Society of Mechanical Engineers)
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truss inner structures were manufactured from a continuous crimping

process of the rhombic-shaped metal mesh, as shown in Fig. 8(b).26,28-

30,36,65,71,90-92 They fabricated a large-sized sheet with pyramidal truss

inner structures.71 The width of the large-sized sheet was 500 mm, as

shown in Fig. 8(b).71 They employed adhesive bonding and multi-

points projection welding processes for joining of the pyramidal truss

inner structures to the face sheets, as shown in Fig. 8(c).26,29,30,36,65,71,90,92

Yang et al. manufactured a thin metallic sandwich plate with woven

wire inner structures, as shown in Table 3.30,36,93-97 They utilized

commercial metal woven wire as PRMIS.30,36,93 The woven wire inner

structures were joined to the face sheets using resistance brazing,

adhesive bonding and multi-points projection welding processes.30,36,93-

97 They used a thick brazing foil, an epoxy and a curved surface block

as a foil of the brazing process, an adhesive of the bonding process and

an electrode of the welding process, respectively.30,36,93-97 Na et al.

reported that resistance brazing and adhesive bonding processes greatly

increase the weight of thin metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal

truss and woven wire inner structures to obtain the desired joining

characteristics.97 They examined the effects of parameters and

conditions of the multi-points resistance welding process on the quality

of the welded regions of metallic sandwich plates.94-97

In order to consider the effects of the variation of the dimension of

thin metallic sandwich plate induced by the projection welding

condition, Ahn et al. investigated into the influence of the crimping

angle of the pyramidal truss inner structures on the weight and the

bending performance of the thin metallic sandwich plates.65 The

relative density of the thin metallic sandwich plates with 90o crimping

angle pyramidal truss inner structures ranged from 0.24 to 0.26.30 In

addition, the relative density of the thin metallic sandwich plates with

woven wire inner structures lies in the range of 0.37-0.41.30

Jung and Ahn et al. reported that the welding pressure gives rise to

thickness reduction and initial imperfections of the metallic sandwich

plates with pyramidal truss inner structures.26,66,91,92 They also

demonstrated that thickness reduction and initial imperfections induced

by the welding pressure should be considered to obtain the desired

characteristics of the thin metallic sandwich plates.26,66,91,92 Lee et al.

proposed a metallic sandwich plate with a trapezoidal folded pyramidal

inner structures to improve joining characteristics between the inner

structures and the face sheets.98

Seong and Yang et al. manufactured thin metallic dimple inner

structures from a piecewise sectional forming process using a forming

die, as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 9.63,64,67 The relative density of the

unit cell of the dimple inner structures was nearly 0.21. The multi-

points resistance welding and adhesive bonding process using curved

surface electrodes was adopted to join the dimple inner structures to the

face sheets.26,64-67,91,92 Thickness deviation of the fabricated metallic

sandwich plates was less than 7 %.64 Seong et al. reported that the

deflection of thin metallic sandwich plates with dimple inner structures

at the point of the collapse is greatly increased as compared to that of

pyramidal truss inner structures, while the thin metallic sandwich plates

with dimple inner structures are nearly 10 % heavier than the pyramidal

truss inner structures.63,64

In order to mass-produce the thin metallic sandwich plate with a

large area, Yang and Na et al. developed a continuous multi-points

resistance welding process with 3-layer roll electrodes, as shown in Fig.

10.61,62,66,70-72,91,97,99 The continuous multi-points resistance welding

process was applied to metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal truss

and sheared dimple inner structures.61,62,66,70-72,91 They examined the

influence of welding parameters, including the dynamic resistance, the

skin temperature, the feeding speed, and the gap between roll

electrodes, on the quality, such as the microstructure, the peel strength

and the welded mark, of the welded region.66,71,97 They employed

infrared temperature sensors for measuring of the skin temperature of

the metallic sandwich plate during the continuous welding process.71,97

They showed that the proper reduction ratio for the thickness of the

metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal truss and sheared dimple inner

structures are approximately 7 % and 5 %, respectively.66,97

Seong and Yang et al. manufactured thin metallic sheared dimple

inner structures from continuous sectional forming using a die set and

rolling forming using a roll type of die, as shown in Table 3 and Fig.

11.61,62,70-72,99 The relative density of the unit cell of the sheared dimple

inner structure was approximately 0.28.62 They manufactured a large

sized sheet with metallic dimple inner structures, as shown in Fig.

11(a).71,72 The width and the length of the large sized sheet with

metallic dimple inner structures were 500 mm and 2,500 mm,

respectively.71,72 Continuous multi-points resistance welding, multi-

points resistance welding and brazing processes were adopted to join

the dimple inner structures to the face sheets.61,62,68,70-72,97,99 They used

a nickel-based filler material for the brazing process.68,70-72 They

described the detailed conditions of brazing and welding processes.
68,70-72 Seong et al. researched the out-of-plane deformation

characteristics of thin metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple

inner structures to improve formability and de-bonding resistance of

thin metallic sandwich plates.61,62,68,70-72,99 They investigated into the

influence of the joining technique on the stress-strain relationship of the

face sheets.70,72 They demonstrated that the tensile strength and the

Fig. 9 Example of dies for dimple PRMIS and the thin metallic sandwich

plate with dimple PRMIS63,64 (adapted from Refs. 63 and 64 with permission

of Dr. Dae-Yong Seong and the Korean Society of Mechanical Engineers)

Fig. 10 Example of continuous multi-points resistance welding

process71,99 (adapted from Refs. 71 and 99 with permission of Prof.

Dong-Yol Yang and the Korean Society of Mechanical Engineers)
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maximum elongation of the welded face sheet decreased by 13.3 % and

22.7 % as compared to those of the initial face sheets, while the yield

strength of the welded face sheets increased by 26.0 % as compared to

that of the initial face sheets.70,72 In addition, they reported that the

yield strength and the tensile strength of the brazed face sheet

decreased by 29.5 % and 39.8 % as compared to those of the initial

face sheet, while the maximum elongation of the brazed face sheet is

nearly identical to that of the initial face sheet.70,72 They examined the

effects of the joining technique on the forming condition of thin

metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple inner structures.61,68,71,72

Ahn et al. reported that the welding pressure and the welding heat of

the continuous multi-points resistance welding process create initial

imperfections with the deformation of the sheared dimple inner

structures. In addition, they demonstrated that initial imperfections

affect the behavior and the failure of the metallic sandwich plates.99

Seong and Yang et al. manufactured bi-directionally corrugated

inner structures from a sectional forming process using dies, as shown

in Table 3 and Fig. 12.69,100 The relative density of the unit inner

structure was 0.22.69 An adhesive bonding process was used to join the

bi-directionally corrugated inner structures to the face sheets. The

adhesive epoxy with YD-128 (60 wt %) and KR208 (40 wt %) was

chosen as the adhesive.69 The detailed techniques of the adhesive

bonding process were described in Ref. 69. They demonstrated that the

bending response and the formability of metallic sandwich plates with

bi-directionally corrugated inner structures are hardly influenced by the

orientation of the inner structures.69

4. Formability of Metallic Sandwich Plates with Single

Layer PRMIS

The investigation of the formability of metallic sandwich plates is

needed to apply metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS to industrial

components with desired shapes.

Dilthey et al. examined bending characteristics of thick metallic

sandwich plates with woven wire inner structures to fabricate quarter-

ring with diameters of 800 mm.47 The influence of the geometry of the

die and the punch on the spring-back of the quarter-ring was

investigated using bending experiments at the forming temperature of

600oC.47 They attempted to apply the formed thick metallic sandwich

plate with woven wire inner structures to a turbine case and a rotor

surface of a steam turbine.47

Mohr studied the formability of thin metallic sandwich plates with

perforated inner structures using draw bending experiments and

analyses.59 The face sheets and the inner structures were made from

304 stainless steel with a thickness of 0.2 mm and C1018 low carbon

steel with a thickness of 1.6 mm, respectively.59 The face sheets were

brazed on to the inner structures using copper.59 He demonstrated that

the formability of thin metallic sandwich plates is influenced by the

shear strength of the inner structures.59 He developed the design map

to estimate the required sheared strength of the inner structures for

different properties of the face sheets, thicknesses of the inner

structures and radii of the dies.59

Yang and Kim et al. investigated into the formability of thin metallic

sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner structures using L bending,

U bending, hydroforming, and drawing experiments.71,72,101 They

reported that thin metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal truss inner

structures can be applicable to the product with a shallow drawing

depth and a small curvature.71,72 The minimum radius of curvature of

the die for thin metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal inner structures

exceeded 1,000 mm. In order to examine the variation of deformation

Fig. 11 Example of thin metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple

inner structures; (a) Sheared dimple PRMIS and large-sized sheet71,72

(adapted from Refs. 71 and 72 with permission of Prof. Dong-Yol

Yang, Dr. Dae-Yong Seong) (b) Large-Sized metallic sandwich plate

with sheared dimple PRMIS72 (adapted from Ref. 72 with permission

of Prof. Dong-Yol Yang)

Fig. 12 Examples of dies and sheets of bi-directionally corrugated

inner structures as well as thin metallic sandwich plate with bi-

directionally corrugated inner structures (adapted from figures

provided by Prof. Dong-Yol Yang and Dr. Dae-Yong Seong with

permission)

Fig. 13 Example of the stretch formed thin metallic sandwich plate

with dimple inner structures (reprinted from figure provided by Prof.

Dong-Yol Yang, Prof. Jong-Ho Kim and Dr. Dae-Yong Seong with

permission)
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and failure characteristics of thin metallic sandwich plates according to

U bending conditions, Seong et al. developed an efficient prediction

methodology for local failure of thin metallic sandwich plates with

pyramidal truss inner structures during the U bending process.71,72,102

They also created forming windows of bendable metallic sandwich

plates with pyramidal truss inner structures.72,102 Chung et al. examined

bending characteristics of metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal

truss inner structures using non-linear finite element analysis

considering an equivalent model.71,101

Seong and Kim et al. examined the formability of thin metallic

sandwich plates with dimple inner structures through static three-points

bending, stretch forming and incremental forming experiments, as

shown in Fig. 12.64,67,71 They demonstrated that thin metallic sandwich

plates with dimple inner structures can be applicable to a forming

processes for products with a radius of curvature of 330 mm.67 The

forming depth of metallic sandwich plates with dimple inner structures

was greatly deeper than that of metallic sandwich plates with pyramidal

inner structures.64,67 Seong and Kim et al. revealed that the thickness

deviation and the surface roughness of the deformed metallic sandwich

plate with dimple inner structures are influenced by intervals of the

weld regions. Fig. 13 showed the example of the stretch formed thin

metallic sandwich plate with dimple inner structures.

Seong and Kim et al. investigated into the effects of the radius and

the clearance of the dies on bending characteristics of brazed metallic

sandwich plates with sheared dimple inner structures, as shown in Fig.

14.68,71,72 They reported that brazed metallic sandwich plates with

sheared dimple inner structures can be successfully formed without any

failure when the radius of the die, the clearance of the die and the

relative bending radius are 10 mm, 3.3 mm and 3.33, respectively.68,71,72

Seong et al. developed the relationship between the normalized

maximum shear stress of the core and the normalized clearance of the

dies to prevent de-bonding failure during U-bending of metallic

sandwich plates with sheared dimple inner structures welded by the

continuous multi-points resistance welding process.61,71,72 They

demonstrated that welded metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple

inner structures can be successfully formed without any failure when

the radius of the die, and the clearance of the die are 10 mm and 9.0

mm, respectively.61,71,72 They proposed a multi-step forming process,

consisting of three forming steps, and the conditions of each forming

step to create a cross-section of a front bumper back beam using

welded metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple inner

structures.61,71,72 Yang et al. performed rectangular drawing

experiments.71 Chung et al. examined bending characteristics of

metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple inner structures using

non-linear finite element analysis considering an equivalent model.71

Yang and Lee et al. applied welded metallic sandwich plates with

sheared dimple inner structures to a front bumper back beam.71 They

used multi-step roll forming and stretch bending processes to

manufacture a front bumper back beam by applying the welded

metallic sandwich plates.71 Fig. 15 shows the fabricated the bumper

back beam sections via multi-step forming and multi-step roll forming

processes.

Seong and Kim et al. studied the formability of thin metallic

sandwich plates with bi-directionally corrugated inner structures via

draw bending, stretch forming, U-bending, and L-bending

experiments.69,100 They examined the maximum punch stroke without

failure of metallic sandwich plates with the bi-directionally corrugated

inner structures.69,100 They found that the drawing process is more

suitable to the stretching process when metallic sandwich plates with

the bi-directionally corrugated inner structures are formed by the metal

forming process.100 Seong et al. investigated into the deformation

behavior of metallic sandwich plates with bi-directionally corrugated

inner structures using the bending experiment.69 They demonstrated

that the spring back and the minimum bendable radius of curvature of

metallic sandwich plates with bi-directionally corrugated inner

structures are 8.9 % of the punch stroke and 12.7 mm, respectively.69

5. Summary and Future Issues

This paper reviewed recent research trends and the state of the art

of metallic sandwich plates with single layer PRMIS.

The concept of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS, the design of

PRMIS and the material of metallic sandwich plates were described.

The design of thick metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS was focused

on the reduction of the relative density and the improvement of the

structural performance. Several researchers contrived to the folded

PRMIS to improve joining characteristics between the face sheets and

the inner structures. Thin metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS were

designed to improve deformation characteristics and the formability of

Fig. 14 Example of bended thin metallic sandwich plates with sheared

dimple inner structures using the U-bending experiment71 (adapted from

Ref. 71 with permission of Prof. Dong-Yol Yang and Prof. Jong-Ho Kim)

Fig. 15 Examples of the fabricated the bumper back beam section

using thin metallic sandwich plates with sheared dimple inner

structures; (a) Fabricated bumper back beam sections using a multi-

step forming process71 (adapted from Ref. 71 with permission of Prof.

Dong-Yol Yang and Prof. Jong-Ho Kim) (b) Fabricated bumper back

beam sections using a multi-step roll forming process
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metallic sandwich plates. Several designs of the PRMIS could solve the

problem of anisotropy of the metallic sandwich plates.

Key manufacturing technologies for metallic sandwich plates with

PRMIS were discussed. Various manufacturing technologies were

adopted to fabricate PRMIS for thick metallic sandwich plates. Most of

developed manufacturing technologies of PRMIS for thick metallic

sandwich plates used metal forming, cutting and joining processes.

Woven wire and Kagome inner structures were generally fabricated

from weaving of stainless steel wires. In addition, continuous

manufacturing technologies, including multi-step metal forming,

joining and cutting processes, were developed to improve the

productivity of pyramidal truss, tetrahedral truss, Kagome, honeycomb,

and corrugated inner structures. Adhesive bonding, brazing, TLP

bonding, laser spot welding, and CDR welding processes were used to

join the PRMIS to the face sheets. In order to create integrated thick

metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS, investment casting and extrusion

assisted manufacturing technologies were developed. A porosity

problem occurred in metallic sandwich plates fabricated from the

investment casting assisted manufacturing technology. PRMIS for thin

metallic sandwich plates were fabricated from metal forming assisted

manufacturing technologies, excluding the woven wire inner structures.

Continuous manufacturing technologies were developed to mass-

produce large-sized pyramidal truss and sheared dimple inner

structures. Commercial woven wires were used as inner structures of

the thin metallic sandwich plates. Adhesive bonding, multi-points

resistance welding and brazing processes were adopted to join the

PRMIS of thin metallic sandwich plates to the face sheets. In addition,

the continuous multi-points resistance welding process was developed

to mass-produce large-sized thin metallic sandwich plates.

The state of the art related on the forming technology and the

formability of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS was studied.

Research works related to the forming technology and the formability

of metallic sandwich plates were almost entirely concentrated on thin

metallic sandwich plates. The formability of thin metallic sandwich

plates was greatly influenced by the shear strength of the PRMIS. The

forming conditions of thin metallic sandwich plates were estimated via

fundamental metal forming processes. Metal forming technologies

were developed to fabricate bumper back beam sections using thin

deformable metallic sandwich plates. From the results of the

investigation of the forming technology and the formability of metallic

sandwich plates, it was considered that thin deformable metallic

sandwich plates can improve the formability of metallic sandwich

plates.

Through this critical review of the key technologies and the state of

the art of metallic sandwich plates with PRMIS, several future research

issues were identified from the viewpoint of the design, the

manufacturing technology and the forming technology of metallic

sandwich plates with PRMIS, as shown in Table 4.
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